
The Hamilton Pharmacy Audio and Video offerings are 
designed with the highest clarity to make the drive-thru 
experience personal and easy as possible, for both 
customer and pharmacist.

Three Different Video Options

Large 10” color LCD display

Wide dynamic color camera

Low maintenance stainless steel and ABS 
construction

Built in audio, with optional handset

Optional vehicle detection

Outdoor Patient Unit

Indoor Pharmacist Unit

Large 10” color LCD display connected to a lane

Screen height and angle are easily adjustable

Built-in color camera 

Comes with adjustable stand with an option of wall 
mounting

Handset or headset audio

When a Pharmacist Unit is also used you can easily 
transfer patients to a Pharmacist for consultation

Hold features which indicates that a patient is already 
being served, suspending audio/video while filling  
prescription or consulting a Pharmacist

MAKE DRIVE-THRU A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
Pharmacy Audio and Video

Indoor Dual Lane Pharmacist Unit

In addition to the single lane unit, includes dual 
audio handsets, clearly marked in different colors to 
indicate lane thus ensuring the communication is to 
the right patient

The system is made for Hamilton’s drive-thru  
solutions, but also replaces non-Hamilton equipment.

DUAL PHARMACIST UNIT

OUTDOOR UNIT INDOOR UNIT



DRIVE THRU AUDIO

Consoles available to serve up to 12 remote 
drive-thru lanes 

Handset unit for Pharmacist/Tech to comply 
with HIPAA. Speaker/Microphone available 

Available with both speaker and an optional 
handset unit for the patient

User selectable background “Noise 
Canceling” feature

Easy change color-code system for drive-up 
lanes

Membrane keypad rated for two million uses 

Standard in our Pharmacy Drawer but can 
also be installed as a replacement

Combines easily with Hamilton’s video 
systems

WALK-UP PHARMACY

Walk-up pharmacies are ideal when the 
space surrounding the pharmacy does not 
allow for a car drive thru

Convenient feature in urban areas, where 
most customers arrive on foot

Combine pneumatic tubes with  
audio/video units for conveniently servicing 
walk-up customers, especially convenient 
when the pharmacy is not at an outside wall

Walk up pharmacy also available with 
window/drawer combination

EXTRAORDINARY AUDIO CLARITY 

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY PHARMACY TYPE




